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POLITICAL BIOGRAPHIES AND 
SUPPORT FOR SYSTEMIC CHANGE 

It is widely argued that the political past of members of the new political 
class in post-communist societies influence their current partisan affil
iations, degree of commitment to and understanding of democratic rules of 
the game, and styles of interpersonal behavior (Bozoki 1994; Frentzel-
Zagorska 1993; Tismaneanu 1992; Wasilewski and Wesolowski 1992). 
Where, when and with whom one stood, indeed whether one stood in the 
forefront of the confrontation between the party-state and society shape the 
pohtical identities, orientations, and behavior of poUtical elites in the newly 
estabUshed democracies of Central and Eastern Europe. Thus, one v ay by 
which the multiple and varied strands of the communist legacy leave their 
imprint on the present is through the poUtical biographies of those who now 
govern (Jowitt 1992). 

The impact of poUtical biographies, that is poUtical experience under 
communism, on the attachments, orientations, and behavior of ordinary 
citizens has received far less attention.^ This may be because it is often 
assumed that the cultural imprint of communism - egalitarianism, coUec-
tivism, passivity, and mistrust - was rather uniform across the mass pubUc, 
notwithstanding some variation due to an individual's position in the social 

' There are certain exceptions to this. See Jasiewicz (1993); Centrum Badania Opinii 
Spolecznej (1994); Heyns and Bialecld (1991); Kolarska-Bobinska (1994); Rose (1996); White and 
McAUister (1994). 
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structure (Jowitt 1992; Millar and Wolchik 1994). Studies of the cultural 
legacies of non-communist authoritarian regimes have also tended to 
assume the existence of uniformly shared values and experiences among 
those who reached adulthood during the era of dictatorial rule. Thus, rather 
than focusing systematically on the effects of varied political biographies at 
the mass level, research typically has compared the poUtical views of those 
who were of a certain age under Italian fascism or Nazism or Francoism 
with those of post-authoritarian generations in order to ascertain the effects 
of legacies of the past on the poUtics of new democracies (e.g., Barnes 1972; 
Conradt 1974; Merkl 1993; Conradt 1989). 

The aim of this chapter is to begin to fill this gap by examining whether 
or not the political biographies of ordinary citizens, Uke those of poUtical 
elites, influence their present orientations toward both the ancien regime and 
the post-communist poUtical and economic order. To that end, we focus 
here on a central aspect of poUtical biography in Poland: membership in the 
ruling communist party, that is the PoUsh United Workers' Party (PUWP), 
and/or membership in Solidarnosc (Solidarity), the opposition social move
ment that became the main vehicle of socio-poUtical change in the late 
1980s. In terms of such organizational involvement, we distinguish between 
two critical time periods during the era of late state socialism in Poland: 
first, membership in neither, one, or both of these organizations from 
September 1980 (when SoUdarity emerged as the first independent trade 
union movement in the Soviet bloc) to the imposition of martial law on 
December 13, 1981, which led to the banning of Solidarnosc, second, 
involvement in either one or neither of these two organizations from 
December 13,1981, to 1988, a year prior to the holding of the Round Table 
talks between the party-state and SoUdarity and the subsequent holding of 
partly competitive elections for the Polish parUament. 

Our basic premises concerning the impact of political biographies at the 
mass level under communism are threefold. First, political biographies are 
indicative of critical choices that individuals made regarding the nature and 
degree of their involvement in the prevailing order at crucial moments or 
turning points in their country's poUtical history. As such, political 
biographies both reflect fundamental orientations that people held toward 
state socialism in the past and currently affect in the present their 
retrospective judgments of the old order as weU as their degree of support 
for the ongoing transformation toward democracy and a market economy. 
Thus, poUtical biographies are one way by which cultural legacies leave their 
mark and contribute to value differentiation in the post-communist era.^ 

^ Here we focus on political biography as one of several ways by which the cultural legacy of 
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Our second premise about political biography as a conveyor of the 
communist legacy is based on the fact that certain poUtical experiences, 
namely those that involved continuous or recent affiliation with the Party, 
were associated with a privileged position in the social structure of state 
sociaUst societies, as indicated by an individual's class membership, oc
cupational status, educational attainment, perquisites, and, to a lesser 
degree, job-related income.^ For the most part, such socio-economic 
advantages acquired under communism did not disappear when the 
poUtical segmentation of the labor market, a basic characteristic of state 
sociaUsm, came to an end. These advantages constitute assets which also are 
valued by a market economy, thus allowing a significant number of former 
PUWP members to retain their privileged positions in the changing social 
structure of post-communism (see Borocz and Rona-Tas 1995; Rona-Tas 
1994; Slomczynski and Shabad 1997; Staniszkis 1991; Zaborowski 1993). 
Conversely, although many Solidarity members were white-collar workers 
and professionals, the core of the social movement: blue-coUar workers were 
situated primarily in the heavy industrial sector of the state-sodaUst 
economy that has been most negatively affected by systemic change 
(Adamski 1993). Thus, political biographies, in terms of their socio-econo
mic correlates, are Ukely to influence retrospective judgments of state 
socialism and evaluations of the political-economic order that has been 
emerging in Poland since 1989. In particular, political biographies are Ukely 
to affect preferences regarding the role the state ought to play in providing 
for the economic security and well-being of the individual. 

Our third premise is that political involvement under communist rule, 
whether in the Party and other pro-regime organizations or in opposition 
groups and activities, depended upon and conveyed certain tangible and 
intangible assets commonly associated with organizational membership per 
se. These assets, which include knowledge about poUtics, a sense of poUtical 
efficacy, and formal and informal connections or networks, can facilitate 
the individual's adaptation to competitive poUtics and a market economy. 
The effects of possessing resources that are associated with organizational 
membership in the past should be evidenced in a number of ways: for 
example, by higher turnout rates during elections (as compared with citizens 
communism affects mass-level orientations in the early period of post-communism. There are, of 
course, institutional, behavioral and other cultural dimensions of the communist legacy which we 
do not consider. See, for example, Barany and Volgyes (1995). 

^ According to analysis of 1993 survey data, former monbers of the Party had, on average, 
a higher level of formal education, occupational rank, and job income than did former members 
of Solidarity and those who were uninvolved politically in the 1980s. For these findings, see 
Shabad and Slomczynski (1995). See also Slomczynski and Lee (1993). 
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previously uninvolved), greater support for certain features of the changing 
political economy, and a greater degree of change m individuals' values over 
the past several years in the direction of support for systemic transforma
tion. 

With these assumptions in mind, the main question we address in this 
chapter is whether and to what degree pohtical biographies influence three 
related but distinct dimensions of individuals' ideologies in post-1989 
Poland: their stance toward state socialism, their appraisals of ongoing 
pohtical and economic changes, and preferences regarding the role the state 
ought to play in the post-communist period. These three orientations, smgly 
or taken together, are indicative of an individual's support for systemic 
transformation. 

If individuals' poHtical experiences under communism do affect their 
ideological orientations, then this has a number of implications for the 
nature of poUtics in the post-communist period. First and foremost, 
poUtical biographies constitute one way by which the multiple and some
times contradictory legacies of the communist past are perpetuated, despite 
the radically altered institutional and normative context in which Poles now 
live. This is not to say, however, that ideological preferences, exempUfied by 
poUtical biography, are immutable. It is reasonable to assume that between 
the late 1980s and the early 1990s individuals' views would have changed as 
Poles experienced the effects of fundamental poUtical, economic, and social 
change. But insofar as persons with varied poUtical biographies began the 
transformation toward democracy and a market economy with differential 
assets, as we posit they did, then poUtical biography acts to faciUtate or 
impede the ability to adapt to the changing environment. Finally, if varied 
political biographies contribute to value diffierentiation at the mass level, 
they then constitute a basis of political aUgnment and conflict in the new 
democracy. Hence, by focusing on a relatively ignored aspect of deter
minants of support for systemic transformation, this study should con
tribute to an understanding of the consolidation of democracy and a market 
economy in Poland."* 

Our analysis proceeds in the foUowing manner: After describing in some 
detail the data upon which this study is based, we present our typology of 
poUtical biographies, that is of groups differentiated by their organizational 
experiences under communism. This is foUowed by a brief description of our 
three dependent variables: (1) retrospective assessment of socialism, (2) 

'* Our definition of "consolidation" of democracy coincides with that of Linz and Stepan 
(1996: 5-6), who conceptualize it as having three dimensions: behavioral, attitudinal, and 
institutional. 
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overall approval of systemic change, and (3) preferences regarding the role 
of the state in promoting income equality and providing for the economic 
security of the individual or what we here call "state paternalism." We then 
set forth our hypotheses concerning the impact of political biography on 
ideological orientations based on our conceptualization of the constitutive 
elements of varied pohtical experiences in the last decade of one-party rule 
in Poland. In the next section, we consider the effects of pohtical biography 
on individuals' evaluations of the past regime, their overall assessments of 
the changes that have taken place in the initial post-communist period, and 
their orientations toward state paternalism. Finally, we examine the overall 
pattern of ideological cleavages generated by the stances taken by the 
various political biographical groups toward the three aspects of systemic 
transformation considered here. 

Measurement 
In both the 1988 and 1993 studies, an extensive set of variables pertains to 
pohtical biography. In the 1988 study, each respondent was asked whether 
he or she had belonged to the Solidarity movement in 1980-1981. Since 
SoUdarity was still a banned organization in 1988, asking people about their 
more recent clandestine activities in the period between 1982 and 1988 
would have been inappropriate. However, in 1993 aU respondents were 
asked about the history of their involvement in Solidarity beginning in 
August 1980. Thus, we have two pieces of information about SoUdarity 
membership for the period 1980-1981. Although the overlap between 
respondents' two declarations of involvement is very high (r = 0.894), there 
are persons who declared then: Solidarity membership in one study but not 
in the other. We made the assumption here that a declaration of involve
ment in at least one of the surveys was sufficient to classify the respondent 
as having belonged to SoUdarity in 1980-1981. For membership in So
Udarity in 1988, we reUed on information provided by respondents in the 
1993 study only. 

A similar procedure was used for communist party membership, 
although in this case both the 1988 and 1993 surveys questioned respon
dents about thek entire history of involvement in the PUWP. We selected 
those who belonged to the Party in 1980-1981, first, on the basis of their 
declaration of membership m the 1988 study and, second, on the basis of 
their declaration in the 1993 study. Again the overlap is substantial (r 
= 0.976), but some discrepancy between the two studies remains. As in the 
case of Solidarity membership, we decided that a declaration in one of the 
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two studies was sufficient to classify the respondent as having belonged to 
the Party in 1980-1981. Party membership in 1988 was established mamly 
on the basis of information provided by the 1993 study. However, we added 
a few cases of those who in 1988 declared that they presently belonged to the 
Party. The reason for this decision is simple: in the period of 1980-1988, 
local party organizations for all practical purposes did not accept members' 
resignations and attempts to withdraw from the PUWP were put on hold. 
Formally, almost all Party members from that period continued to be 
affiliated with the PUWP until its dissolution in February 1990. Finally, in 
the survey there is a full account of other pohtical organizations to which 
people could belong in 1988. Thus, we were able to determine who had been 
members of pohtical parties and associations supportive or alhed with the 
PUWP. The parties include the Pohsh Peasant Party, the Democratic Party, 
the Patriotic Movement of National Salvation, paramiUtary organizations 
and the dvil militia. The panel study also contains detailed questions about 
the dates and frequency of involvement in strikes and street demonstrations, 
most of which were either sponsored or organized by Solidarity, in the 
period of 1981-1988. On the basis of this information, we were able to 
distinguish a group of respondents who by virtue of their pohtical activity 
can be considered to have been supporters of Solidarity. 

Typology of Political Biography 
In the first period of the legally approved existence of Solidarity, it is 
estimated that about 10 miUion Poles (nearly one third of the adult 
population) joined the movement. It is also estimated that about one third of 
the three milhon PUWP members were simultaneously members of So
lidarity (Gitehnan 1988; for an assessment of actual Solidarity membership 
on the basis of survey data, see Sulek 1994). Between July 1980 (just prior to 
the outbreak of labor strikes in Gdansk and elsewhere) and September 1981, 
about 600,000 persons left the Party, that is about 20% of members, and 
only 33,000 persons joined (Gitehnan 1988: 438). It is difficult, of course, to 
gauge membership levels in Sohdarity after it went into clandestinity. Many 
left the organization after the declaration of martial law on December 13, 
1981. Yet, a significant number of Poles joined the movement for the first 
time. The PUWP continued to lose sizable numbers of members throughout 
the 1980s. According to Lewis (1990: 32-33), PUWP membership dropped 
from 3,092,000 in 1980 to 2,327,000 in 1982. By 1984, it had declined further 
to 2,117,000, after which membership rose shghtly and leveled off to 2,132,00 
in 1988; but in 1989, thousands submitted their resignations from the Party. 
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Membership in the communist party and involvement in the Sohdarity 
movement were the defining pohtical experiences in Poland in the 1980s. To 
be a Party member represented, if not an ideological commitment to state 
sociaHsm, an overt decision to be mtegrated into the ruling party and to reap 
the benefits that association with "the power" could provide. To join 
Sohdarity, on the other hand, was a conscious decision to side with the 
opposition to the Party, that is opposition to "the power" and thus to the 
system itself. Pohsh society in the decade of the 1980s was divided by 
membership in the Party versus mvolvement m the oppositional social 
movement. 

But this dichotomy does not capture the complexity of individual 
pohtical biographies during this period. The emergence of Solidarity in 
late 1980 and its growth m 1981 as a legahzed social movement cum 
independent trade union offered those Poles who were unaffihated with 
the Party the choice of whether to join the opposition or to remain 
uninvolved in political hfe. The creation of Sohdarity also presented 
Party members with a choice. The majority opted to side with the Party. 
However, a significant number jomed Solidarity, even as they maintained 
their affiliation with the PUWP. 

The declaration of martial law on December 13, 1981, and the sub
sequent banning of Solidarity was another defining moment m the last 
decade of state socialism and a further point of differentiation in the 
poHtical biographies of mdividuals. The traumatic reimposition of party-
-state (mihtary) hegemony over society led many Poles to exit poHtical Hfe 
altogether: to leave Solidarity, the Party, or both. Others opted to remain 
with the Party or to continue their involvement in Solidarnosc clandestinely. 
StiU others chose to join the Party for the first time after 1981 or to become 
new recruits in the underground social movement. 

There were those Poles, too, who between 1980 and 1988 were unaffihat
ed with either the Party or the social movement but who by vktue of their 
other organizational memberships or poHtical behavior defmed themselves 
as supporters of the authorities or of the opposition. Finally, a sHght 
majority of Poles were totally disengaged from poHtical Hfe and chose 
thereby to remain on the sidelmes m the conflict between the party-state and 
the opposition. 

Thus, the range of biographies in the 1980s encompasses poHtical 
experiences and identities that can be expressed by differing combinations of 
"exit, voice, and loyalty"^ at two defining moments, September 1980 to 

^ These terms are not used here as rhetorical flourish but in conformity with Hirschman's 
(1970) theoretical approach. 
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December 13, 1981, and 1982 to 1988 when once again there was an 
eruption of workers' strikes. These combinations, derived from respon
dents' answers to questions regarding their involvement or lack of 
involvement in the Party and Solidarity as well as other kinds of pohtical 
affiliations and behavior during the two periods, are presented in Table 
3.1. 
Table 3.1. Membership in the Communist Party and Solidarity Movement: Bio

graphical Data for Adult Population 

Communist Party membership 
Decemh er, 1980 

Solidarity Movement membership Yes No Total 
December. 1988 December, 1988 
Yes No Yes No 
42 18 204 267 

Yes No 1.9% .8% 9.0% 11.8% 
Decem H G F 

ber 
1988 

Yes 20 
167 179 

Decem-
13 
.6% 

.9% 
T» 

7.4% 
B 

7.9% 

1980 
Yes 

I U 73 79 

No 
Decem-

3.2% 
C 

3.5% 

1988 
No 

163 52 1516* 1743 

7.2% 2.3% 66.8% 76.8% 
A E J, K, L 

Tc tal 214 74 20 1960 2268 
9.4% 3.3% .9% 86.4% 100.0% 

* Contains three categories: 177 supporters of PUWP (J), 125 supporters of Soli
darity (K), and 1214 uninvolved J.) 

The resulting matrix yields a total of 12 categories of political biography 
which are the focus of our examination of the impact of political experience 
under communism on mass-level orientations toward systemic transfor
mation. As can be seen, the sample is rather unevenly distributed among 
these 12 categories of political biography. The majority, as is typical 
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everywhere, are those who, apart from voting, were totally disengaged 
from pohtics (L). Several categories reflect pohtical choices made by 
significant nmnbers of Poles. Each of the two most polar opposite 
groups comprises about seven percent of the sample. On the one hand, 
there are the Party "loyalists" (A) who, through their membership 
in the PUWP throughout the 1980s, expressed their ongoing and overt 
support for state socialism. On the other hand, there are the Sohdarity 
"loyahsts" (B) who, before and after late 1981, stood in opposition 
to the system. 

Four types of "exiters" also emerge as significant categories. The 
most sizable of these consists of those who were never Party members 
and who left Solidarity after it was banned (F). Another are those 
who were not members of Solidarity but who left the Party after 
the declaration of martial law (E). Individuals who left both Solidarity 
and the Party after 1981 make up the third type of exiters (G). The 
fourth group of (partial) exiters are those who were simultaneously 
involved in the PUWP and Solidarity in 1980-1981 and who, foUowing 
the banning of the movement, opted to leave Solidarity but not the 
Party (H). 

Post-1981 "joiners" constitute two other categories of political bi
ography in the last decade of communist rule. They are small in number 
but, hke "loyahsts" and "exiters," represent significant political experien
ces. The first group consists of those who joined Solidarity in defiance of 
its post-1981 illegality (C). The second are those who joined the Party 
some time after 1981 and who clauned to have been members as of 1988 
(D). 

Still another category reflects a highly unusual combination of political 
experience. This is the group of respondents who claimed to have switched 
their allegiance from the Party in 1980-1981 to Solidarity after the 
declaration of martial law (I). We incorporate them in our subsequent 
analysis only for the purpose of completeness. 

FinaUy, the last two pohtical biographical groups include Poles who, 
although members of neitiier the Party nor Solidarity, either were affiliated 
with organizations that were clearly identified as bemg in support of the 
regime or had engaged in various kinds of oppositional activity. These are 
what we call the pro-Party (J) and pro-Solidarity (K) groups (about eight 
and six percent, respectively, of the sample). 

The starting point of our conceptuahzation of pohtical biography is that 
neither Party membership nor involvement with Solidarity adequately 
captures the range of political experiences of ordmary Poles in the last 
decade of communist rule. Therefore, thinking about pohtical biography in 
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dichotomous terms will not go far in accounting for variations in mass-level 
orientations in the post-1989 era. Instead, both the timing of pohtical 
engagement and particular combinations of organizational mvolvement 
need to be taken into consideration m defining political biography as 
a means by which diverse cultural and institutional "legacies" of the past are 
transmittal to the present. 

We not only conceptuahze pohtical biography as encompassing a wide 
range of possible pohtical experiences, but we also understand it to be 
multidunensional in nature. First and foremost, pohtical biographies reflect 
varied ideological stances taken toward sociahsm as it existed in Poland. In 
addition, they are associated with differmg positions in the social structure 
of state socialism and with the possession of different kinds and amounts of 
organizational assets. 
Table 3.2. Ideological Stance, Social Position, and Organizational Assets Associated 

with Political Biography 

Political biography Ideological 
stance 

Basis of social 
position 

Organizational 
assets 

Descriptors 
Polar opposites 
A. Continuing member of PUWP; "Socialism can Relatively 

never a member of Solidarity be saved" privileged 
Involvement in 

decision making; 
connections and 

information 
B. Continuing member of Solidarity; "Real existing Relatively Inforaial 

never a member of PUWP socialism should disadvantaged; connections; 
be totally possible informal risk-taking 
rejected" economic support 

Post 1981 joinas 
C. Never a member of PUWP but 

joined SoUdarity after 1981 
"Sodalist or not, 
the authorities 

have no right to 
harass society" 

Relatively 
disadvantaged; 

possible informal 
economic support 

Informal 
connections; 
risk-taking 

D. Joined PUWP after 1981 "Solidarity led Relatively privileged; Involvement in 
the Polish nation careerist decision making; 

to the verge of 
self-destruction 
that had to be 

stopped by force" 

connections and 
information 
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Exiters 
E. Left PUWP after 1981 

F. Left Solidarity after 1981 

"Party leaders 
violated principles 

of socialism by 
acting against 
sodety and the 
working class" 

Seeking security 
in thdr 

occupational 
life 

"Solidarity turned Seeking stability 
out to be Utopian for in occi5)ational 
its time; alienated life 
from real existing 

sodalism" 

Attenuation of 
formal 

connections 

Not relevant 

G. Left both PUWP and Solidarity "Both the Party and Seeking security 
Solidarity and high sodal 

demonstrated thdr standing 
inability to lead 

the nation" 

Not relevant 

Partial exiters 
H. After 1981 left Solidarity but 

not PUWP 

Mixed 
L Solidarity member in 1988 

and PUWP member 1980 

Sympathizers 
J. Supporters of PUWP 

"Solidarity turned Rdatively 
out to be dangerous privileged; 

for the country careerist 
while the party 

defended sodalist 
prindples" 

"Whoever is likely Unstable sodal 
to exerdse political standing 
power should be 

supported" 
Tor years PUWP 
has guaranteed 
Poland's raison 

d'etat" 

Diversified 

Involvement in 
dedsion making; 
connections and 

information 

Formal and 
informal 

connections 

Connections and 
information 

K. Supporters of Solidarity 

Unaffiliated 
L. Uninvolved 

"Solidarity 
unmasked ihe 

hypocrisy of the 
Party" 

"Politicking of any 
kind leads to 

trouble" 

Diversified 

Average sodal 
standing 

Risk-taking 
and information 

None 
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In Table 3.2 we present brief descriptors of the 12 groups in terms of these 
three aspects of their pohtical biographies. Smce we have already described 
at some length the ideological stances of the various groups, we focus our 
attention here on social position and organizational assets. Those who 
were members of the Party in the 1980s tended to be among the sodo-
-economically advantaged segment of Pohsh society in terms of their levels 
of education, occupational status, job-related income, and access to desked 
goods and services. In contrast, Solidarity loyahsts or jomers tended to be 
significantly less privileged in these respects. The totally uninvolved were the 
most disadvantaged. As we note in Table 3.2, other pohtical biographical 
groups either occupied relatively msecure positions in the social structure 
(Party or Solidarity exiters, for example) or were highly socio-economically 
differentiated. Pohtical biographical groups differed too in the kind and 
amount of organizational assets they possessed as a result of the nature and 
timing of their pohtical involvement. At the very least, PUWP membership 
meant some degree of participation m party meetings in the workplace or 
community at which pohcy issues were discussed. It embedded individuals 
in both formal and informal networks and provided useful knowledge about 
the way in which the system operated. For Party exiters, however, these 
resources diminished considerably as a result of their departure from the 
ruling organization. Such assets were generally lacking among those who 
had been loyalists or joiners of the opposition movement. Yet their political 
involvement was associated with resources of a different kind, namely 
informal connections and psychological predispositions toward risk taking 
and mnovation. Obviously, those who were politically disengaged lacked 
such organizational assets altogether. 

Before proceedmg with the analysis, in the next two sections we describe 
our three measures of attitudmal support for systemic transformation and 
then we present our hypotheses concerning the effects of pohtical biography 
on individuals' pohtical orientations. 

Support for Systemic Transformation 
In examining the impact of pohtical biography, we focus on three empirically 
related but distinct aspects of support for systemic transformation. The exact 
wording of the questions, together with separate measurement models, are 
presented in Table 3.3. In the case of our first dependent variable, retrospec
tive judgment of "real existing socialism," we rely on responses to a smgje 
question. Presumably, the more positive one is toward the old order, the less 
hkely one is to be supportive of the emergent pohtical and economic order. 
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Table 3.3. Measurement of Assessment of Socialism, Approval of Systemic Change, 
and Stance Toward State Paternalism 

Constructs and indicators Arithmetic Standard Factor 
mean deviation loading 

A. Assessment of sociatism 
In your opinion, did the sodahst system bring most 

people in Poland only losses, more losses than 
gains, the same amount of gams and losses, more 
gains than losses, or only gains?* 2.927 0.914 

B. Approval of systemic change 
Do you think that changes carried out in Poland in 

recent years are headed in the right direction?** 2.219 0.832 0.425 
Have the changes in the past four years brought most 

people only losses, more losses than gains, the same 
amount of gains and losses, more gains than losses, 
or only gains?* 2.401 0.830 0.805 

For people like yourself, was life better in Poland 
4-5 years ago, or in Poland today?" 1.359 0.480 0.791 

(Eigenvalue: 1.45, Percent of variance: 48.5) 
C. Stance toward state paternalism 
If economic difficulties are to be avoided: the 

authorities should not lose control over sodety, 
or sodety should not lose control over authorities, 
or both conditions are equally important.** 

There should be an upper income hmit which no 
one is allowed to exceed." 

The state should provide jobs for everyone who 
wants one.^ 

(Eigenvalue: 1.33; percent of variance: 44.2) 

1.914 0.651 0.310 
0.464 0.502 0.803 
4.297 1.041 0.799 

* From only losses (1) to only gains (5). Originally, this scale was reversed. 
^ From definitely not (1) to definitely yes (4). 

From 4-5 years ago (1) to today (3), with don't know in the middle. 
^ From society should not lose control over authorities (1) to the authorities should not 

lose control over society (3), with both conditions are equally important in the middle. 
From no (0) to yes (2), with don't know in the middle. 

^ From strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). 
Our other two dependent variables are based on responses to multiple 
questions, and we use a prindpal component analysis and construct scales 
on this basis.^ "Approval of systemic change" is a combmed measure of 

" We do not claim that such latent variables "cause" the distribution of possible indicators. 
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more direct indicators of support for societal transformation and is based 
on responses to three questions about the impact of the transformation on 
one's own hfe and on Pohsh society more generally. As can be seen from 
Table 3.3, these questions focus on different types of assessment of 
post-1989 developments and conform roughly to what can be considered 
sociotropic, pocketbook, and prospective evaluations of change. 

Fmally, we examine the effect of political biography on orientations 
toward a more concrete aspect of systemic transformation, namely in
dividuals' preferences regarding the desirable scope of state involvement in 
the economy. In the 1993 study three questions were asked about the 
relationship between state and society m tunes of economic difficulty and 
the role of the former in guaranteeing job security and reducing income 
inequality. State paternalism is a central feature of the communist system. 
First and foremost, it means the dominance of the party-state over society 
and the economy. It entails the provision of social welfare and economic 
security by the party-state through guaranteed jobs, subsidized housing, 
basic food, transportation, and maiical care. Another defmihg trait is a low 
level of job-related mcome inequahty as a direct result of the state's control 
over wage pohcy. The creation of an economic order based on market 
principles and some significant degree of private ownership of property 
imphes the attenuation of both the scope and intensity of state paternalism 
as unplemented by the communist party-state. Indeed, substantial reduc
tions in state welfare provisions, high levels of unemployment, and in
creasing income differentiation have already taken place in Poland and 
other post-communist societies. The persistence of widespread support for 
collectivist and egalitarian pohcies of the past and for an economically 
intrusive state can be seen as one aspect of the cultural legacy of 
communism and a hindrance to the ongomg transformation of Poland's 
pohtical and economic order. Conversely, views that emphasize individual 
responsibility for one's own weU-being, tolerance of income inequahty, and 
a more hmited role for the state can be regarded as acceptance of basic 
premises of both a hberal democracy and a market economy.'^ 

Rather, we assume that indicators "cause" latent variables. Hence, the principal component 
technique is more suitable than the principal axis method or other versions of factor analysis. 
Substantively, our scales are valid. They also have various other desired properties. In the case of 
both multi-item scales, factor loadings are above 0.3, the eigenvalues are over one, and the items 
share around 50% of variance. Thus, from a formal point of view, the scales meet standard 
requirements for a successful principal component analysis. 

Our assertion here that sjipport for a more limited role for the state in the economy is 
a crudal element of the consolidation of both liberal democracy and a market economy Is not to 
imply that the latter necessitates a "weak" or minimal state. Indeed, what such consolidation may 
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Hypotheses 
Our hypotheses about the mipact of pohtical biography on these three 
aspects of support for systemic transformation are centered on ideological 
stance as the primary dimension of political experience under communism. 
We consider position in the social structure and organizational assets to be 
"secondary traits" which can serve either to reinforce or to counteract the 
effects of the ideological component of pohtical biography. Thus, the 
analyses to follow will serve primarily as litmus tests of the significance of 
pohtical biography as a reflection of ideological choice rather than as an 
embodiment of self interest and/or organizational resources. 

Instead of making predictions about the present-day orientations of 
each political biographical group, our hypotheses focus on the overall 
pattern of value differentiation among the various groups with regard to 
each of the three dependent variables. Accordingly, in terms of retrospective 
judgments of state socialism, for which we posit that the ideological 
component of pohtical biography wiU be especially significant, we should 
find a dichotomous pattern of differentiation that sharply distinguishes former 
Party members from former Solidarity members. However, within each camp, 
the degree of support for or rejection of the old system will be influenced by 
both the continuity and exclusivity of one's organizational affiliation. Hence, 
the polar opposite types of loyahsts should be most divergent m their 
evaluations of socialism and other former Party and oppositional groups 
relatively less positive and negative, respectively. 

If, as we assume, evaluations of the mipact of post-1989 developments 
are a reflection of a generalized commitment to or rejection of the newly 
emergent pohtical-economic order, then we also should find a dichotomous 
pattern when it comes to support for systemic change. In general, former 
Sohdarity members should be positive in their appraisals and former PUWP 
rank-in-file should be disapprovmg. But, we also hypothesize that the various 
political biographical groups' assessments of change will be more subject to 
influence by their actual experiences in the post-communist period and by how 
well these have conformed to their prior expectations of what would ensue as 
a result of the demise of the old order. Actual (and felt) experiences of loss or 
gam are shaped to a significant degree by position m the social structure and 
organizational assets. The impact of these "secondary traits" of political 
biography should result m rather predictable deviations from the bipolar 

require is a different kind and scope of state activity coupled with greater state capadty (e.g., 
strong state institutions) to carry out systemic transformation. In this regard, see Linz and Stepan 
(1996: 11-13); Crawford (1995: 7-9); Przeworski et al. (1995: 11-12). 
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pattern of support for systemic change that we initially posit. For example, 
given their positional and organizational assets which should fadhtate 
adaptation to the changed environment, Party loyahsts ought not to be 
markedly negative in thdr appraisal of post-1989 developments. Similarly, 
due to their social position as well as their unrealistically high expectations 
of the "good" that would follow from the end of state socialism, post-1981 
Sohdarity joiners and espedally 1981 Sohdarity exiters ought to be far less 
positive in their assessments of change than an unadulterated ideological 
commitment to the new order would predict. 

Insofar as it reflects varying ideological stances taken toward state 
socialism m the past, we expect that pohtical biography will have an mipact 
on orientations toward the proper role of the state hi the post-communist 
period. It would be a mistake, however, to assume that acceptance or 
opposition to "real existing socialism," particularly on the part of 1981 
exiters of Sohdarity, the Party, or both, necessarily unphed endorsement or 
rejection of certain tenets of that system's offidal ideology, such as state 
welfarism and egalitarianism. Indeed, it has been argued that the rejection 
of the system on the part of Sohdarity and others derived in large measure 
from the party-state's failure to hve up to these principles: 

Dissent bore deep marks of its birth. It was prompted by the system's 
malfunction, i.e., by the sentiment that the system does not function the 
way this kind of system promised, was expected to and should. Dissent 
was not anti-systemic in the content of the demands it spawned: most of 
those opposing the state wished to press its practice closer to the ideal; 
there was a sense in which their demands were more faithful to the 
stated principles of the communist patronage state than the actions of 
the system's managers. (Bauman 1992: 117-118) 

The Sohdarity ethos of 1980-1981 was strongly working class and 
egalitarian (Ash 1985: 226-227; Flakierski 1983: 380; Kennedy 1991; Laba 
1991: 161). Moreover, "blue- and white-collar protesters alike objected to 
the shabby existence meted out under the auspices of state-admmistered 
justice. What they wanted, however, was more justice m state admin
istration, not abdication of state responsibihty" (Bauman 1992: 116). Such 
strong adherence to the idea of the "caring," paternalistic state became less 
pronounced among those who claimed to be Solidarity activists m the late 
1980s as debate and exposure to the counter economic hberal model m 
underground and Party newspapers spread; nonetheless, it was Party 
members who tended to be more mdividualistic and tolerant of inequahty 
than dther non-members or the population as a whole.^ Thus, it is 

In 1988, the relationship between evaluation of socialism and our measure of state 
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somewhat difficult to posit with any certainty whether former Solidarity 
membership will be associated more with a global rejection of the past 
system (including state paternalism) or with continuing endorsement of the 
egalitarian and collectivist origms of the opposition movement. 

It would be equally mistaken to assume that individuals' views toward 
state paternalism in 1993 were solely manifestations of their ideological 
predispositions. As is well known, the costs and benefits of the ongomg 
economic transformation in Central and Eastern Europe are distributed 
very unevenly across social and economic groups. Indeed, at this point only 
a minority of the populations in these societies has benefited significantly m 
material terms from privatization and marketization of their economies. 
Thus, we expect that self interest related to one's position in the social 
structure, as well as organizational assets, will affect the views of political 
biographical groups toward the proper role of the state. 

We should see a different pattern of variation among our political 
biographical groups with respect to their orientations toward the role of the 
state. As a result of their actual condition of dependency, those who are 
relatively disadvantaged socio-economically and most lacking in resources 
accruing from affiliation with a pohtical organization should be the most 
coUectivist in their orientations (i.e., the uninvolved). Given our assumptions, 
1981 exiters from the Party, Solidarity, or both should also be committed to 
the "caring" state, although to a lesser degree than the uninvolved. For the 
most part, these pohtical biographical groups tended to occupy an msecure 
position in the social structure and, by vntue of their exiting from pohtical 
life, they also lacked the organizational assets that could be used to good 
advantage in the post-communist period. What these exiters also lacked was 
exposure in the late 1980s to heated debates withm their respective 
organizations over the merits of an economic liberal model as an alternative 
to the failed status quo. Such debates occurred withm both the Party and 
Solidarity and, as survey data gathered in the late 1980s indicate, members of 
the PUWP and the opposition movement tended to be less egalitarian and 
more individualistic than the population as a whole (Kolarska-Bobmska 
1988). Hence, we expect that the combination of such exposure, organizational 
assets, and, for Party members, a relatively advantaged position in the social 
structure will result in a convergence between Solidarity and PUWP loyalists 
and joiners in support of a more restricted role for the state in the economy. 

paternalism was positive but weak for Solidarity loyalists and 1981 Solidarity exiters (Pearson 
correlation coefficients of 0.13 for each), and positive and moderately strong for 1981 Party 
exiters (0.33). But for Party loyalists, it was mgatixe (-0.15). See also, Kolarska-Bobinska (1988: 
111-138). 
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With these various hypotheses in mind, we now turn to an analysis of 
whether pohtical biography affects support for systemic transformation. It 
should be emphasized here that we treat political biography as an inde
pendent variable that contributes significantly to the nature of pohtical 
orientations held by mdividuals m the post-communist period. We do not 
offer an explanation here of why political biographies varied under 
communism, but certainly respondents' pohtical orientations in 1993 
cannot logically account for the choices they made in the 1980s. Since our 
mdependent and dependent variables are constructed from data gathered 
five years apart, tiie possibility of a reciprocal relationship between 
biography and orientations is considerably dimmished. 

The Impact of Political Biography 
From the beginning of the foundmg of Sohdarity there were sharply 
divergent views within the movement regardmg the principles upon which 
a self-organized society ought to be based (Ash 1985; Holzer and Leski 1990; 
Jasiewicz 1992; Kennedy 1991; Laba 1991; Ost 1990). However, the decision 
to be a part of Sohdarity, irrespective of when one joined or whether one left 
after 1981, signified an overt rejection of the system of "real existing 
sociahsm" or, at the very least, a denial of the legitimacy of the right to rule 
by those ui power. The meanmg of Party membership in terms of an 
mdividual's stance toward the regune was more complex and more de
pendent upon tune of affiliation. Party loyalists (those who were exclusively 
PUWP members throughout the 1980s) and, to a lesser degree, those who 
remained with the Party after having also been mvolved with Solidarity m 
1980-1981 expressed through such choices a basic normative acceptance of 
the system as it was. Withdrawal from the Party after 1981 (particularly by 
those who had been smiultaneous members of the social movement) signaled 
strong opposition to the imposition of martial law and a loss of hope that 
sociahsm could be renewed in Poland or that the economic crisis could be 
resolved by the Party leadership. Fmally, whether one wishes to label those 
who jomed the Party after 1981 as either pragmatists or opportunists, it is 
certain that conviction played httle role m their decision to become members 
of the PUWP. It was precisely this "neutrahty" toward the ideological 
premises of state socialism (however much they may have benefited from the 
system) that allowed many of them to be won over to the side of the reformist 
camp withm the Party hi the wanmg years of single-party rule. 

Does political biography have an effect on one's current evaluations of 
state socialism? If so, do former Party and former Solidarity members divide 
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up into two sides as they did before? Do continuity and exclusivity of 
involvement within each camp affect how positively or negatively one judges 
the past? The effects of pohtical biography on retrospective judgments of 
sociahsm are clearly apparent in Table 3.4. As expectal, Party loyahsts (A) 
and those who remamed m the PUWP but not m Sohdarity after 1981 (H) 
expressed, on average, the most positive views of the past regune. The 
contmued illegitimacy of state socialism among former members and 
sympathizers of the opposition movement is very much evident as well, 
although the degree of rejection varies dependmg upon the particular 
Table 3.4. Assessment of Sodahsm by Political Biography 
Political biography Mean value* 

Unadjusted Adjusted*' 
Polar opposites 
A. Continuing member of PUWP; never 

a member of Solidarity 0.340 
B . Continuing member of Solidarity; never 

a member of PUWP -0.285 -0.090 
Post 1981 joiners 
C. Never a member of PUWP but joined 

Solidarity after 1981 
D. Joined PUWP after 1981 

-0.375 
-0.033 

-0.070 
0.085 

Exiters 
E. Left PUWP after 1981 0.183 
F. Left Solidarity after 1981 -0.112 
G. Left both PUWP and Sohdarity after 1981 -0.167 

0.023 
-^.030 
-0.068 

Partial exiters 
H. After 1981 left Solidarity but not PUWP 0.365 0.096 
Mixed 
L Solidarity member in 1988 and PUWP 

member 1980 -0.178 -0.088 
Sympathizers 
J. Supporters of PUWP 
K. Supporters of Sohdarity 

0.139 
-0.363 

0.017 
-0.037 

UnafTdiated 
L. Uninvolved 0.031 0.007 
" Standardized scale N(0,1). 
^ Adjusted for current party preferences. 
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Solidarity biography. To a degree not quite anticipated, those who joined 
the Party after 1981 (D) were as hkely as the politically uninvolved (L) to 
appraise the past regune in neutral terms, that is as having brought about 
neither gains nor losses for Pohsh society. 

The sharp polarization between certain groups of former PUWP 
members and certain groups of former Solidarity members is diluted when 
we adjust for respondents' partisan preferences in 1993.^ It is not surprising 
that political biography is related to partisan sympathy and that this, in 
turn, is associated with assessments of the past system. A logistic regression 
analysis of support for parties of the left shows, for example, that Party 
loyalists, post-1981 PUWP jomers, and those who remained with the Party 
after having withdrawn from Sohdarity were three to four tunes more hkely 
than the uninvolved to express support for (post-communist) parties 
comprising the Democratic Left Bloc. Conversely, those with any kind of 
involvement m the former opposition movement were two to three times 
more hkely than those who had been totally inactive to support non-social
ist parties that emerged as a result of the fragmentation of Solidarity in 
1990. Nonetheless, as the figures m the right hand column of Table 3.4 
show, even when taking current party preferences into account, the impact 
of pohtical biography remains and conforms quite weU to our initial 
expectations. 

What about the various groups' overall assessments of the profound 
changes that were taking place ui Poland since 1989? Do mdividuals' 
political biographies under communism have an effect on their degree of 
support for systemic change? Given that in 1993 former PUWP members, 
especially Party loyalists, were more hkely than other political biographical 
groups to evaluate socialism hi positive terms, one might expect that in 1993 
they also would be more apt to view systemic change in a relatively harsh 
hght. The analysis of means presented m Table 3.5 mdicates that our initial 
expectation of a sharp division between Party and Sohdarity biographical 
groups is only partially confirmed. To be sure, all groups whose past 
political experience included some degree of mvolvement in or sympathy for 

" We distinguish here between parties which dther have their roots in the parties supporting 
the old regime and/or are pro-socialist in their programmatic stances toward the economy versus 
those which have their roots in Solidarity or other opposition movements during the communist 
period and are non-socialist in their economic stands. The first category cuts across the 
post-communist and post-Solidarity divide and consists of the Sodal Democratic Party, the 
Polish Peasant Party, and other parties of the Democratic Left Bloc, as wdl as the Polish Sodalist 
Party, Labor Party and some small parties clearly identified with the left. The second group of 
non-sodalist parties consists of the Democratic Union, Alliance of the Center, Solidarity, the 
Confederation for an Independent Poland, the Non-Party Bloc in Support of Reforms, the 
Christian Democratic Alliance, and other small parties with clear anti-sodalist programs. 
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Solidarity tended, on average, to be pro-change; most groups marked by 
their mvolvement in the PUWP were mchned to be negative m their 
assessments of post-1989 developments. But, as we expected, there also was 
noticeable differentiation withm each camp with regard to degree of support 
or rejection of change. Solidarity jomers (C) and especiaUy Solidarity exiters 
(F) were noticeably less sanguine in their evaluations than were loyalists (B) 
or even unaffihated sympathizers of the movement (K). By virtue of their 
markedly negative stance toward change, those who left the Party (E) and 
(contrary to expectations) those who jomed after 1981 (D) stood in sharp 
Table 3.5. Approval of Systemic Change by Political Biography 
Political biography Mean value* 

Unadjusted Adjusted^ 
Polar opposites 
A. Continuing member of PUWP; never 

a member of Solidarity -0.087 -0.058 
B. Continuing member of Solidarity; never 

a member of PUWP 0.282 0.158 
Post 1981 joiners 
C. Never a member of PUWP but joined 

Solidarity after 1981 
D. Joined PUWP after 1981 

0.208 
-0.208 

0.109 
-0.168 

Exiters 
E. Left PUWP after 1981 -0.173 
F. Left Sohdarity after 1981 0.059 
G. Left both PUWP and Solidarity after 1981 0.286 

-0.154 
0.041 
0.184 

Partial exiters 
H. After 1981 left Solidarity but not PUWP 0.037 0.131 
Mixed 
L Solidarity member in 1988 and PUWP 

member 1980 0.538 0.453 
Sympathizers 
J. Supporters of PUWP 
K. Supporters of Sohdarity 
Unaffiliated 
L. Uninvolved 

-0.077 
0.198 

-0.063 

-0.053 
0.135 

-0.039 
* Standardized scale N(0,1). 
^ Adjusted for current party preferences. 
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contrast to Party loyalists (A) and those who remained with the PUWP after 
having exited from Sohdarity (H). As with assessments of sociahsm, 
adjustmg for respondents' 1993 party preferences somewhat lessens the 
differences among pohtical biographical groups. But the overall pattern of 
variation remains much the same. In short, former mvolvement in Sohdarity 
did not necessarily lead to strong endorsement of the system that replaced 
"real existing sociahsm." Similarly, prior Party membership did not pre
clude either a positive or, at the very least, a rather neutral stance toward the 
emergent pohtical and economic order (see also. Rose 1996). 

Prior to 1989, the prevailmg order could be juxtaposed to a desired (or 
dreaded) system of democracy and a market economy, and the two 
divergent systems (one real and the other mythic) could be evaluated in 
mutually exclusive terms (Kolarska-Bobmska 1990). The absence in 1993 of 
a bipolar pattern of attitudmal differentiation between former Party and 
former Sohdarity members, indeed the absence among several of the groups 
of sharply juxtaposed views of the past and present systems, may be 
explained by the fact that for many Poles the costs and benefits of political 
and economic transformation had already become apparent. As we sug
gested earher, this may have served to soften the sharply dichotomous 
manner m which state socialism, on the one hand, and democracy and 
particularly a market economy, on the other, had been perceived and 
evaluated in the 1980s.̂° By 1993, prior expectations of what would ensue as 
a result of system change already would have been confirmed or proven to 
be ill founded. In particular, the interests of various groups akeady would 
have been either served or harmed by the transition from a state socialist to 
a market economy and by the retreat of the state from its customary 
responsibility for providing for the economic security and well-being of the 
individual. 

Such considerations of losses and gams particularly should be evident 
when it comes to the stances taken toward state patemahsm by the various 
pohtical biographical groups in 1993. More so than with regard to approval 
of systemic change, social position and organizational assets - the sec
ondary traits of pohtical biography - should erode the dichotomy between 
PUWP and Solidarity mvolvement that stems from ideological choice alone. 
Thus, our initial hypothesis is that lacking positional and organizational 
assets to ease their adaptation to a market economy, the uninvolved (L) will 

For the sample as a whole, there is no relationship at all between individuals' evaluation 
of socialism in 1988 and the same respondents' overall assessment of change in 1993. The Pearson 
correlation coefficients for the most polar opposite groups, Party loyalists and Solidarity loyalists, 
are weak (-0.11 and -0.10, respectively). 
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be the group most supportive of state patemahsm. Most opposed to the 
paternalistic state (but for differing reasons) will be those groups which were 
affiliated with either Solidarity or the Party in the late 1980s. 

The most striking and surprismg finding in Table 3.6, which presents the 
mean values of pohtical biographical groups on our 1993 measure of state 
paternalism, is that this particular cultural legacy of the past is not very 
visible among our political biographical groups. Moreover, m contrast to 
their assessments of socialism or overall support for systemic change, no 
dichotomous division between former Party and Sohdarity members is at all 
Table 3.6. Stance toward State Paternalism by Political Biography 
Political biography Mean value" 

Unadjusted Adjusted** 
Polar opposites 
A. Continuing member of PUWP; never 

a member of Solidarity -0.039 -0.088 
B. Continuing member of Solidarity; never 

a member of PUWP -0.153 -0.072 
Post 1981 joiners 
C. Never a member of PUWP but joined 

Solidarity after 1981 
D. Joined PUWP after 1981 

0.114 
-0.824 

0.159 
-0.943 

Exiters 
E. Left PUWP after 1981 
F. Left Sohdarity after 1981 
G. Left both PUWP and Solidarity after 1981 
Partial exiters 
H. After 1981 left Solidarity but not PUWP 
Mixed 
I. Solidarity member in 1988 and PUWP 

member 1980 

0.110 
-0.205 
-0.300 

-0.217 

-0.140 

0.036 
-0.174 
-0.332 

-0.265 

-0.097 
Sympathizers 
J. Supporters of PUWP 
K. Supporters of Solidarity 
Unaffiliated 
L. Uninvolved 

-0.141 
-0.164 

0.122 

-0.135 
-0.115 

0.111 
" Standardized scale N(0,1). 
*' Adjusted for current party preferences. 
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discernible. Instead, as predicted, the uninvolved (L) and 1981 Party 
exiters (E) are among the few groups that adhere to state paternalism. 
Also, as expected. Party joiners (D) and, to a lesser degree, those 
who remained with the Party after having exited Sohdarity m 1981 
(H) stand out as those groups which are the most individuahstic 
and inegalitarian in thek orientations. But in several other respects, 
our mitial hypothesis concemmg the pattern of differentiation among 
the various groups does not appear to be supported by the data 
in Table 3.6. For example, Sohdarity joiners C are, on average, among 
the advocates of state paternalism; Sohdarity exiters (F) and those 
who left both the Party and the movement (G) are among the most 
opposed. 

When we adjust for 1993 party preferences, the mean scores change 
relatively httle and the overaU pattern of differentiation remains much the 
same as before. But one pomt should be noted m comparing the figures m 
the two columns in Table 3.6. Although the differences between the 
unadjusted and adjusted means are slight for most groups, there is 
a rather consistent pattern of variation. Adjustmg for the current party 
preferences of all groups, marked by their exclusive affihation with the 
Party, results m their becoming less supportive of state patemahsm. 
Adjustmg for the current party preferences of former Sohdarity members 
and sympathizers tends to result in their becoming more supportive of 
state patemahsm. Thus, it would appear that post-1989 partisan preferen
ces act mdependently to reproduce the political and ideological divisions 
of the past. 

In Tables 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 we present data from regression analyses of 
the direct effect of prior organizational mvolvement on mdividuals' pohtical 
orientations, taking mto account basic demographic characteristics, such as 
sex, age, education and mcome (logged), partisan sympathies m 1993, and 
(where possible) responses to identical items m the 1988 survey. With regard 
to retrospective evaluations of sociahsm, as one might expect both the 
impact of 1993 partisan support and evaluation of socialism m 1988 are 
statistically significant. However, then: effects do not erase the direct mipact 
of certain kinds of pohtical experience under conununism. Having been 
a Party loyalist versus a member or sympathizer of Solidarity matters for the 
mdividual's present assessment of the past. When we mclude the de
mographic characteristics as additional control variables m Model II of 
Table 3.7, three of these have statistically significant (but weak) direct 
effects on 1993 assessments of socialism. Although their mclusion m the 
regression equation modifies the mipact of pohtical biography to a certain 
degree (i.e., the negative mipact of ongomg Solidarity membership becomes 
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stronger while that of having been a supporter of the movement becomes 
somewhat attenuated), certam kmds of pohtical biography contmue to have 
a marked independent effect on judgments of the past. 
Table 3.7. Assessment of Socialism: Regression Analysis 

Variables Unstandardized coefficients 
Model I Model II 

Lagged variable 
Assessment of Socialism, 1988 0.118" 0.113' 

Standardized scale N(0,1) 
Current party preferences 
Intention to vote for post-Solidarity parties, 

1993 (yes = 1, no = 0) -0.439'* -0.421** 
Intention to vote for post-Communist parties. 

1993 (yes = 1, no = 0) o.3ir 0.323** 
Demographic variables 
Gender (male = 1) 0.059 
Age (years) 0.005** 
Political biography 
A. Continuing member of PUWP; never 

a member of Solidarity 0.207** 0.193** 
B. Continuing member of Solidarity; never 

a member of PUWP -0.212** -0.257** 
C. Never a member of PUWP but joined 

Solidarity after 1981 -0.327** -0.325** 
D. Joined PUWP after 1981 -0.151 -0.112 
E. Left PUWP after 1981 0.118 0.017 
F. Left Solidarity after 1981 -0.112* -0.113 
G. Left both PUWP and Solidarity -0.134 -0.128 
H. After 1981 left Sohdarity but not PUWP 0.207* 0.203 
L Solidarity member in 1988 and PUWP 

member 1980 -0.119 -0.148 
J. Supporters of PUWP 0.084 0.077 
K. Supporters of Sohdarity -0.343** -0.285** 
Control variables 
Education (scale from 1 to 9) -0.018* 
Household income (In) -0.104** 
Constant 0.056 0.777 
Adjusted 0.081 0.096 
* Coefficient > 2 times standard error. 
* Coefiident > 1 -̂ times standard error. Data from a regression analysis of the direct effect of prior organizational 

involvement on mdividuals' assessments of systemic change also underscore 
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Table 3.8. Approval of Systemic Change: Regression Analysis 
Variables Unstandardized coefficients 

Model I Model II 
Current party preferences 
Intention to vote for post-Solidarity parties, 1993 

(yes = 1, no = 0) OJSr* 0.559" 
Intention to vote for post-Communist parties, 1993 

(yes = 1, no = 0) -^.166** -0.235" 
Demographic variables 
Gender (male = 1) 0.118*' 
Age (years) 0.007*" 
Political biography 
A. Continuing member of PUWP; never 

a member of Solidarity -0.019 -0.329* 
B . Continuing member of Solidarity; never 

a member of PUWP 0.203** 0.068 
C. Never a member of PUWP but joined 

Solidarity after 1981 0.153 0.063 
D. Joined PUWP after 1981 -0.131 -0.289* 
E. Left PUWP after 1981 -0.115 -0.268* 
F. Left Solidarity after 1981 0.081 -0.047 
G. Left both PUWP and Solidarity 0.228 -0.145 
H. After 1981 left SoUdarity but not PUWP 0.167 -O.lOl 
I. Solidarity member in 1988 and PUWP 

member 1980 0.496** 0.309* 
J. Supporters of PUWP -0.014 -0.026 
K. Supporters of Solidarity 0.178** -0.057 
Control variables 
Education (scale from 1 to 9) 0.078* 
Household income On) 0.254* 
Constant 
Adjusted 

-0.132 
0.089 

-2.899 
0.159 

* Coefficient > 2 times standard error. 
* Coefficient > 1-|- times standard error. 

our previous fmdmgs. The data also support our hypothesis that the 
secondary traits of pohtical biography (especially social position) play an 
important role in accounting for the mipact of certain pohtical experiences 
under communism. As can be seen in model I in Table 3.8, once we control 
for 1993 party preferences, only ongoing mvolvement m Sohdarity or 
behavioral support for the opposition movement had a statistically sig
nificant effect on views toward change. All else being equal, former Party 
membership (of any kind) had no such mdependent mipact. But the reverse 
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Table 3.9. Stance Toward State Paternalism in 1993: Regression Analysis 
Variables Unstandardized coefficients 

Model! Model II 
Lagged variable 
Stance toward State Paternalism, 1988 0.321" 0.230** 

Standardized scale N(0,1) 
Current party preferences 
Intention to vote for post-Solidarity parties, 

1993 (yes = 1, no = 0) -0.437** -0.322** 
Intention to vote for post-Communist parties, 

1993 (yes = 1, no = 0) 0.090 0.078 
Demographic variables 
Gender (male = 1) -0.160** 
Age (years) 0.017** 
Political biography 
A. Continuing member of PUWP; never 

a member of Solidarity 0.174 -0.043 
B. Continuing member of Solidarity; never 

a member of PUWP -0.078 -0.033 
C. Never a member of PUWP but joined 

Solidarity after 1981 -0.090 0.049 
D. Joined PUWP after 1981 -0.965** -0.658* 
E. Left PUWP after 1981 -0.116 -0.202 
F. Left Solidarity after 1981 -0.276** -0.308** 
G. Left both PUWP and Solidarity -0.408 -0.121 
H. After 1981 left Sohdarity but not PUWP 0.068 0.024 
I. Solidarity member in 1988 and PUWP 

member 1980 -0.302 -0.303 
J. Supporters of PUWP -0.279* -0.160 
K. Supporters of Solidarity -0.096 -0.013 
Control variables 
Education (scale from 1 to 9) -0.098** 
Household income (In) -0.295** 
Constant 
Adjusted 

0.132 
0.141 

2.412 
0.297 

Coefficient > 2 times standard error. 
Coefficient > l i - times standard error. 

pattern emerges in model II when we mclude the additional control 
variables that serve as direct objective mdicators of relative social and 
economic advantage: the impact of former association with Sohdarity is 
washed out and affiliation with the PUWP now has a negative mipact on 
approval of systemic change. From model II it is clear that those who were 
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better educated, more affluent, older, and male approved of systemic change 
to a greater degree than did those who were less educated and weU-off, 
younger, and female. As we already noted, pohtical biographies differ with 
respect to such traits and when these are taken into account, the negative 
impact of exclusive Party membership on support for change is apparent. 
What this suggests is that the tendency of Party loyalists (A), in particular, 
to be only shghtly disapproving m their assessments can largely be explained 
by the fact that their relatively advantaged position, associated with 
pro-change views, served to counteract and overshadow their ideological 
bias against systemic transformation. As for affihation with Solidarity, it is 
hkely that the impact of all types of pohtical biography hivolving Sohdarity 
membership also is channeled through household mcome, education, and 
other control variables. It should be noted that m this instance and with 
regard to the findings presented in Table 3.9, the reference group m our 
regression analyses is the totally uninvolved. Compared to this group, 
former Sohdarity members of all types were, on average, somewhat more 
advantaged socially and economically. 

The results of a regression analysis of the relative direct effects on 
support for state paternalism of pohtical biography, views toward the role 
of the state hi 1988, and 1993 party preferences are presented m model I of 
Table 3.9. The strong impact of electoral support for non-sodalist parties m 
1993 reduces the direct effects of all but one type of former mvolvement in 
the opposition movement (1980-1981 Sohdarity membership) to statistical 
insignificance. The mtention to vote for leftist parties, however, has a weak 
and positive (but statistically msignificant) mfluence on the mdividual's 
stance toward state patemahsm. Thus, even when controlling for the hmited 
impact of such partisan inchnations (which tends to counteract ideological 
predispositions toward individuahsm and uiegahtarianism of most PUWP 
biographical groups), the negative effect on state paternalism of havmg 
joined the Party after 1981 or of havmg been a member of a pro-regune 
organization remains. Thus, certain pohtical experiences under communism 
have a contmumg and mdependent mfluence on orientations toward the 
state. 

Two contrasting types of pohtical biography, m particular, stand out as 
having strong direct effects: joinmg the Party after 1981 and exiting from 
Sohdarity after the movement was banned. Yet there is no polarization of 
orientations between them. What accounts for these two groups' similar 
rejection of state paternalism? One might hypothesize that the relatively 
privileged position and organizational assets of post-1981 Party jomers 
account in large measure for their mdividuahsm and inegahtarianism. In 
contrast, it is anti-socialism per se that underhes the opposition to state 
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paternalism among 1981 Solidarity exiters. The results of model II m Table 
3.9, in which we once again take into consideration the effects of our control 
variables, provide some answers to this question. As one might expect, each 
of the control variables has a statistically significant effect on orientations 
toward the role of the state and, with the exception of age, thek respective 
mipact is stronger in this mstance than on retrospective judgments of 
socialism or approval of systemic change. Thus, when then: effects are taken 
mto account, the negative impact on state patemahsm of the more 
privileged Party pohtical biographies is weakened, while that of the more 
socially and economically disadvantaged of Sohdarity biographies (i.e., 
1981 Solidarity exiters, F) is heightened. Nonetheless, the direct and 
negative hnpact of having joined the Party and of havmg left Sohdarity after 
1981 persists. Hence, these two very different types of political biography 
may be understood as reflecting a shared ideological rejection of a central 
feature of the old state-socialist system. 

These and earher findings regarding value differentiation among our 
pohtical biographical groups raise the question of whether varied pohtical 
experiences under communism serve to structure ideological ahgnments m 
the post-1989 period. To the extent that they do so, the pohtical biographies 
of ordmary people are important conduits by which the complex and 
multiple strands of the cultural legacy of the past leave their imprmt on the 
present. 

Political Biography and the Structure of Ideological Cleavages 
Although we have not focused here on aU significant sources of political 
conflict m Poland m the post-1989 era, orientations toward the past system, 
the direction and pace of political and economic change, and the scope of 
state responsibility encompass positions on a variety of unportant issues 
that divide both pohtical ehtes and the mass pubhc ahke. To what extent do 
the overarching ideological orientations held by the various political 
biographical groups constitute a structured pattern of ideological cleavages? 
In combmation, do they reflect the existence of two camps that reproduce 
the outstanding division in the 1980s between communists and the opposi
tion? Or is the cleavage structure generated by these ideological stances one 
that makes alhes of old enemies and opponents of old friends? How 
polarized in any case is the pattem of ideological divisions, and is it such that 
the cultural legacies of the past, as conveyed in part by mdividuals' pohtical 
biographies, pose a formidable obstacle to systemic transformation? 
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The data presented m Figure 3.1 offer some answers to these questions. 
In Figure 3.1 we show the position of each pohtical biographical group m 
a three dunensional space as determined by theh (unadjusted) mean scores 
on our measures of retrospective assessment of sociahsm, approval of 
systemic change, and state paternalism. Two clusters of pohtical bio
graphical groups can be seen m Figure 3.1, which conform loosely to the old 
division between those who sided with the regune and those who stood m 
opposition. One of these consists of groups with quite different types of 
association with Solidarity, ranging from contmuing membership (B), to 
simultaneous involvement m and exit from the movement and the Party m 
1981 (G), to engagement in oppositional activities (K). The second cluster 
also includes two groups with widely differing kinds of Party membership 
(loyalists, A and 1981 exiters, E) and the uninvolved (L). Three groups he at 
the peruneters of these ideological clusters and could be considered as 
"allies," dependmg on the particular issue m question: Solidarity joiners (C) 
for the first cluster, and PUWP supporters (J) and those who remained with 
the Party after leavmg Sohdarity in 1981 (H) for the second cluster. 
Solidarity exiters (F) constitute a sizable group between these two clusters, 
many of whom could, depending upon the issue, be swayed to turn to one 
side or the other. Fmally, there is the "outlier" group, post-1981 Party 
joiners (D), who occupy this position solely because of the intensity of their 
aii\i-statist views. 

Thus, the structure of ideological ahgnments resembles the dichotomous 
cleavage pattem of the old system, but only to a certain point. Significant 
groups once associated with the opposing camps now he outside the blocs as 
a result of their response to post-1989 developments. Moreover, the degree 
of polarization between the two clusters is rather moderate, one that is 
produced primarily by the differences m their retrospective judgments of 
socialism rather than by the divergence in their orientations toward change 
or the role of the state. 

What are the unphcations of this structure of ideological alignments 
created by pohtical biography? Divisions over the past are hkely to wane in 
salience with the passage of time, particularly if the pohtical transition was 
unaccompanied by violence and wholesale retribution for comphdty with 
the old regune. Indeed, the outcomes of both the 1993 parhamentary and 
1995 presidential elections in Poland reflected this trend. Moreover, 
although certain pohtical biographies have discemible effects on orienta
tions toward the changes that are taking place in Poland (mcluding the 
reduced role of the state m the economy), m general sharply dichotomous 
patterns of differentiation between former Sohdarity and former Party 
members were absent. This created the potential for shiftmg issue 
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Figure 3.1. Political Orientations by Political Biography 

A. Continuing member of PUWP 
B. Continuing member of Solidarity 
C. Joined Solidarity after 1981 
D. Joined PUWP after 1981 
E. Left PUWP after 1981 
F. Left Solidarity after 1981 
G. Left both PUWP and Solidarity 
H. Left Solidarity but not PUWP 
L Member of Solidarity in 1988 
J. Supporters of PUWP 
K. Supporters of Solidarity 
L. Uninvolved 

State 
paternalism 

Approval of systemic change 
and electoral coalitions between certam groups belongmg to these two 
formerly hostile camps. Agam, the results of the 1993 legislative and 1995 
presidential contests suggest that this took place. Not all voters for parties 
of the left, includmg the post-communist SdRP, were former supporters of 
the PUWP and its allied parties; not all voters for such parties wanted to 
halt economic reform for ideological reasons or because they are the 
"losers" m the transition to a market economy. Support for the Democratic 
Left Bloc (SLD) among post-1981 Party joiners is a case m point. 
Conversely, not all voters for non-sociahst parties nor the leaders of these 
groups were unequivocal advocates of a "hmited" state and rapid economic 
reform. 

Conclusion 
Although there are numerous studies of the pohtical and socio-economic 
orientations of the mass pubhcs of Central and Eastern Europe, httle 
attention has been paid to the varied effects of individuals' pohtical 
biographies on their responses to the profound changes that have taken 
place since the end of single-party communist rule. We have sought to 
remedy this gap by focusmg on the mipact of ordmary people's pohtical 
experiences durmg the last decade of state sociahsm on support for systemic 
transformation ui Poland. 
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In so doing, we have conceptualized pohtical biography m a manner that 
goes beyond the typical division between former communist party members 
and all others; indeed, we have gone beyond the sunple dichotomy between 
former members of the PUWP and former members of the opposition 
movement, Solidarity. Instead, our typology mcorporates not only the kind 
of organizational affihation an individual had, but also its exclusivity, 
tuning, and duration. Moreover, our conception of political biography is 
multidunensional. First and foremost, we understand it to be a reflection 
of individuals' ideological stance toward the prevailing system of "real 
existmg socialism." But individuals' decisions to remain m, exit from, or 
jom the Party and/or Solidarity were associated with other definmg char
acteristics of their pohtical experiences - m particular, their position in the 
social structure and the kind and amount of organizational assets they 
possessed. In setting forth our hypotheses about the hnpact of pohtical 
biography on individuals' present-day orientations we have emphasized the 
centrahty of ideology, but we have also indicated how social position and 
organizational assets may act either to reinforce or counteract such effects. 

In general, the results of our various analyses demonstrate that the 
mdividual's pohtical biography does matter for his or her orientations in the 
post-1989 period. The mipact of varied pohtical biographies was most 
apparent with regard to retrospective judgments of the past. Moreover, it 
was with regard to present-day views toward state socialism that the 
dichotomy between Party membership and involvement m the opposition 
was StiU very much m evidence. When it came to assessments of post-1989 
developments and preferences regardmg the role of the state, there was far 
less polarization between the two camps. Rather, because of particular 
admixtures of ideology, self mterest and resources, certain types of former 
Sohdarity members were only weakly supportive of systemic change or the 
curtailment of state patemahsm. Sunilarly, certam types of former Party 
members were by no means disapprovmg of change or hostile to notions of 
individualism and mcome mequ^ty. 

Thus, the pohtical biographies of ordinary people are mdeed one way by 
which the cultural legacy of the communist past has left its unprint on the 
present-day behefs and behavior of the mass pubhc. But this legacy is by no 
means a singular one, nor is it carried solely by those who identified with the 
party-state in the past, nor are its effects necessarily antithetical to systemic 
transformation. Just as it would be mistaken to view the mass pubhc as 
homogeneous in its embodiment of the values of Homo Sovieticus, it would 
also be mistaken to conclude that there is a great divide m Poland between 
those who fervently support and those who fervently oppose systemic 
transformation, either for reasons of ideology or of self interest. 
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The lack of clarity in the ideological landscape stems in part from the 
uncertamties of the "stage of limmality" (Bauman 1992:114-115) m which 
Poland now fmds itself in the passage between the old and the new. But the 
lack of clarity also derives from the fact that the hnpact of pohtical 
biographies of both ordmary individuals and political elites on present-day 
orientations and behavior is more differentiated and complex than the 
simple dichotomy between "us versus them," between "communists versus 
the rest," would suppose. This bemg the case, our fmdmgs raise serious 
questions both about the way m which "the cultural legacy of the 
communist past" often has been conceptualized and about the widely 
shared view that it is former communists who pose the greatest threat to 
fledglmg democracies and market economies in Central and Eastern 
Europe. Opposition to certain aspects of systemic change comes from many 
quarters of society, for reasons of firmly held behefs and often shiftmg self 
interest. The same is true for support for such change. 

We have shown that the political biographies of ordmary Poles have 
variable effects on mass-level orientations in the post-1989 period. How 
generalizable to other post-communist societies are our fmdmgs from the 
Pohsh case? Obviously, the emergence (and short-term legahzation) of a 10 
milhon strong social movement cum mdependent trade union made Poland 
unique among former communist party-states hi Europe. In other state-
-sociahst societies, like Albania and Romania, dissent (let alone mdependent 
organizations) was harshly repressed. Thus, one might argue that it is near to 
impossible to examine the impact of varied pohtical biographies in other 
societies undergoing systemic change. However, in Hungary and m the former 
Czechoslovakia and East Germany there were various dissident groups, 
"movements," circles, or clubs that were not aUied with the Party but yet were 
at times permitted to exist. Involvement in such associations, as weh as 
membership m the Hungarian, Czechoslovak and East German communist 
parties or lack of political engagement altogether, make up individuals' 
pohtical biographies in these societies. Moreover, one could extend the 
concept of political biography to include other kinds of pohtical/pubhc 
activities. It would be weU worth the attempt to determine whether 
individuals' political experiences m cases other than Poland also contribute to 
value differentiation in the post-communist period. Our findings suggest that 
even broader comparisons ought to be made in the past three decades. The 
transitions to democracy have occurred m Southern Europe and Latm 
America where the existence of autonomous groups was less proscribed and 
less harshly repressed. Our understanding of processes of democratic 
consolidation would be enhanced if we were to examine the impact of pohtical 
biography on post-transition orientations and behavior in those cases as well. 
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Political biography is a common thread m the study of the values and 
behavior of mdividual leaders. But the pohtical histories of ordinary people 
are rarely examined in a systematic fashion m either pohtical science or 
sociological hterature. There is no reason to suppose that the pohtical 
biographies of ordmary people are less relevant a determinant of their 
orientations than those of leaders. Here we have used pohtical biography as 
a construct, but we have operationalized it m a restricted maimer with 
respect to both time mterval and scope of pohtical experiences. Potentially, 
this construct could encompass full political hfe histories and a wider range 
of political experiences. We found that pohtical biography, even m our 
rather restricted formulation, has an impact on mass-level orientations. The 
apphcation of this construct, therefore, appears to open new avenues of 
empirical research in both transforming and more pohtically stable socie
ties. 


